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You will see how simply you can fix and determine the Initial Impulse and the future schedule of any stock and any index, and in addition of any future, commodities, bonds and foreign exchange – at any time level, national and abroad.

The GUNNER24 Forecasting Method gives you a completely new and very successful cyclic technique. Thus, you recognize the market development earlier and surer than the others. The GUNNER24 is applicable together with your previous trading signals as an additional controlling instrument.

You gain a maximum of safety for your transactions. After a short settling-in period you will learn to anticipate the market movements.

The special cyclic technique of the GUNNER24 opens to you a completely new way of seeing. Now you will find some turning points which have nothing to do with the conventional cyclic techniques which were new and undiscovered so far.

With the trading signals of the GUNNER24 Forecasting Method you will have the decisive trading advantage. With that, you will be one of a few traders who win! The GUNNER24 Forecasting Method is new and not discovered by the crowds, yet. That's your competitive edge!

I wish you lots of success

Yours

Eduard Altmann
Innovator and Founder GUNNER24

Purpose and structure of the manual

The Complete GUNNER24 Trading and Forecasting Course should enable you to trade with more efficiency, safety and success by means of the new GUNNER24 Techniques. You will be supported in it by concrete real-life examples with many illustrations and pointers.

As a trading newcomer you will profit from the very simple and most manageable GUNNER24 rules as well as from its easy operation.
The recommendations, opinions and target marks by Gurus and experts can be examined immediately by means of charting technique in order to form one's own opinion on their argumentation. Very frequently, you will see your opinion results contrary. And that's good. Because the majority of the investors always lose money.

GUNNER24 indicates the possible points and switches where the actual price data can go to. Those tendencies can be followed by your trading without any reservation. You simply see where the market wants to go and you recognize the moment and the finishing line when and where the market turns into a different direction. You will get the feeling for short term highs and lows and you will recognize immediately the last high and low of the actual movement. And then, emotionally you will be prepared to react the appropriate way, contrary to the market.

GUNNER24 is based on the fact that the first impulse of a movement defines the frame of the height and the depth of the price action as well as the duration of a future trend. From out the first initial impulse, the majority of the trend setters define not only the further zones of support and resistance but also the dynamic space zones, all the important turning points as well as the duration and length of the future price movements.

Combined with some firm trading rules which an investor applies, according to his position within the GUNNER24 Setup, the frame of a complete GUNNER24 Setup enables the interested and educable investors, swing traders and day traders to increase their trading success in a surprising way.
The 1\textsuperscript{st} GUNNER24 Square

Behaviour of the GUNNER24 Up in the 1\textsuperscript{st} square:

You will detect in the price history when the last GUNNER24 Down Setup ends. That happens mostly at the end of the influence of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} or 5\textsuperscript{th} double arc of the previous GUNNER24 Down Setup.
To set up the 1st square initial impulse in the GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting Software, please proceed as follows:

1. Click on the icon for the GUNNER24 Setup [G24].
2. Left mouse click the beginning of the initial impulse.
3. Keep your left mouse key pressed down and pull the cursor to the right until the first developed blue circular arc in the 1st square is flush with the other extreme point of the initial impulse.
4. Let go of the left mouse key and the GUNNER24 Forecasting Setup will now overlay your chart.

When you work with the GUNNER24 Up Setup, you will first have to mark up the low, the beginning of the initial impulse, and draw it to the top right until the developing blue circular arc is flush with the high of the initial impulse in the 1st square.
The important 1*1 Gann Angle:

- As a time unit, a price unit is assigned to the 1*1 Gann Angle, i.e. the diagonal line which separates the 1st square from left up to right down. That line is a 45° angle in a normal falling trend movement. Those trends which fall in the line are more durable. If the prices fall steeper than 45° that means a very fast and deep descent, but a rapid return is possible.

At the GUNNER24 Down Setup everything under the 1*1 Angle is bearish, above you find the bullish area.

- Here the breaks of the 1*1 Angle are to be paid much attention to. Very strong signals emerge at the recapture of those angles: If the price rises through the 1*1 Angle after the GUNNER24 Down Setup, then rebounds at the 1*2 Angle and breaks again through the 1*1 Angle from above downwards that points to the resumption of the GUNNER24 Down Setup. The speed of the downtrend mostly increases fast in those cases!

Here again the well-known Fibonacci Retracements at 50% and 61.8% support our reentry.
Change in trend at the Gann Angles, the horizontal lines and the diagonals (mere trend lines) of the squares

This rule is valid: A change in trend happens when the price meets time, a change is imminent. 

W.D. Gann: "When price meets time, a change is imminent."

That means for you that the price: A) change the direction and that the price and diagonals accelerating thus the original trend.

Derivation that the GUNNER24 Square consists of four dynamic space zones:

To square time and price we construct original square and short

1st GUNNER24 Square

|   |   |   |   |   
|---|---|---|---|---
|   | % | L | % | % |
| L | 3%| L | KS | S |
| S | S | LS | SS | SS |
| L | GG| LL | SSL | SSL |
| ES| GSG| S | SL | S |

The square is divided by the diagonal and the diagonal is always an angle of 45 degrees. It is track of the passage of time from past.
This is where you see another typical price conduct at the double arc.

movement
the temporal influence zone of the double arc.

The
field of the square is reached. The

You can have yourself with the technique and turn your position. technique.

This is an example where the temporal influence zone of a double arc ends precisely within the double arc.
The GUNNER24 Fine Adjustment by the GUNNER24 Elliptical Setup

You may begin with the fine tuning of the GUNNER24 Setup when the prices pass the 3rd and the 4th square. Use for that purpose the elliptic GUNNER24 Setup.

In the full version of the GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting Software you start the elliptical setup with this symbol $G24$. Put the elliptical GUNNER24 Setup precisely at the point where the last initial impulse by the Circle Bow technique you define it now by the Ellipses method.

For that put the vector from the beginning to the end of the initial impulse. But move the elliptic GUNNER24 Setup a little bit to the right and a little bit vertical at the same time. And keep the left mouse key pressed.

You have to pay attention now to hit the highest possible number of passed turning points at the time lines and price contacts to the square lines as well as the pricing at the arc and at the double arcs.

The more precise turning points you hit dragging within the important time lines (right and left limit as well as the square center).
C) Trading tips in reference to the GUNNER24 Trading and Forecasting Technique

Trading tips on the trend lines of the GUNNER24 Squares and the Gann Angles

All the important trading tips are as well as the Gann Angles at first are treated like trend lines. Here you can apply all the methods which are normally treated like trend lines. Here you can apply all the methods which are applicable for the trend lines.

As shown already the assumption is valid that the prices should reach the next Gann Angle towards the trend if one Gann Angle is normally broken. In that case, normally the broken Gann Angle is not re-broken within a valid GUNNER24 Setup!

In case of pullbacks and shakeouts very frequently the price happens to reach the broken Angle again, to work its way along or to sway around the angle, testing it again in a way. But in that case it virtually is re-broken to last. Situations like that result in excellent trading possibilities, of course.

Generally you should pay attention to this: Whenever the price reaches one of the angles in a valid GUNNER24 Setup, there is an important correlation between time and price since there the emotions of the price setters are in an important way. In cases like that always a turning trend shows.

But if the turn is not happening and the lines and angles are broken, there will be a strong tendency of a trend continuation.

In all the horizontal GUNNER24 Squares, the rule of 3 and the rule of 4 generally have a great importance. Mostly after a 3rd or 4th attempt some big moves follow.

Typical for the horizontal GUNNER24 Squares is a short little A-B-C correction before the break, often as a ZigZag or a Flat. The correction waves commonly lead to vehement movements, sometimes they can be recognized just in a lower time frame. If you are trading in the hourly chart, for instance, you should change to the 15 or 5 minute chart in order to see them.

If a horizontal line in the GUNNER24 Setup is broken on final price basis you can be pretty sure there will be an attempt to reach the next horizontal line. Often it is reached but rarely broken at the first attempt because the price move is stopped by the double arcs which are located in front of the horizontal square lines.

The whole game continues towards the main trend until a double arc initiates a change in trend. Usually that is the 3rd and the 5th double arc.

Most important are bottoms and tops where the horizontal line of the square is not reached completely because they are stopped by the double arc which is in front of them. That is always a sign for a strong trend into the
32. Smaller retracements to the main trend normally last between 2 and 2.5 time lines. From one time line to the other equals one time unit. Afterwards, you should be prepared for the resumption of the trend. If the retracement lasts longer than 2 to 2.5 time lines the price normally is in the influence zone of a double arc.

33. In the 3, 5, 8, 11 or 13 passed square, there are often some vehement turning points within the GUNNER24 Setup.

F) Definitions pertaining to the GUNNER24/Appendix

In the following two charts and in the further definitions section, you will find the definition of the terminological concepts which are used in the "Complete GUNNER24 Trading and Forecasting Course".

The GUNNER24 Setups, the vector of the initial impulse, The Gann Angles, the 1st square, the blue arc, the 1st to the 5th double arc, the color of the 1st to the 5th double arc according to the GUNNER24 Setup, the horizontal square lines, the diagonal square lines, the four dynamic space zones and the time lines.
Appendix

Transition from an old GUNNER24 Setup to the new GUNNER24 Setup

Situation: UNG (United States Natural Gas Fund) NYSE, is down 13 months within only a very small retracement. This very rare monthly situation indicates a big upturn.

Remember: the future schedule of the price is defined by the first initial impuls. In 85% of all cases, this latter spans 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 or 21 etc. time units.

But also: if the first impulse is 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 etc. time units, there is something wrong with the market and a failure is probably underway..
Final forecast for the next 8-10 days – The price will retrace to 12.80. **If the 5th double arc holds** the 2nd price target is 14.50 - near the overhead resistance at the red double arc.

Final forecast for the next 6-8 days – First target for this GUNNER24 Up Setup is 12.80 or a little lower. Then a good buy is possible.
More GUNNER24 Services – click on the links below to get more information

Subscribe for your FREE GUNNER24 Newsletter now

For your investigations of the published past GUNNER24 Newsletters click here

Trading Manuals - Overview

GUNNER24 Products - Overview

Membership – 7 day RISK FREE TRIAL

Commissioned Charting Forecast – 20 to 50-year price forecasts

GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting Software

The GUNNER24 Forecasting Charting Software will show you a completely new and highly successful cycle technique. You will recognize turnarounds with bull’s eye precision in advance and, most importantly, you will also be able to see at which price levels the cycles will in fact change. After a brief period of learning, you will already have developed the skill to anticipate market movements. The special GUNNER24 Cycle Technique will open your thinking to a completely novel approach. You will identify milestones of paradigm shifts that have absolutely nothing in common with the conventional and obsolete cycle technique. They are absolutely innovative and have not yet been discovered. Order NOW!

Contact us or send feedback

GUNNER24 Members – Please Login here
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